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Lesson-4

ت د ط

بِْسِم اهللِ الرَّْحمِٰن الرَِّحيْمِ 
ََلمُ عَٰٰل رَُسْوِل اهللِ  ٰلوةُ وَالسَّ اَلَْحمُْد هلِلِ وَالصَّ

ََلمُ  عَلَيُْكمْ َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   اَلسَّ



Approximately
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Relax & Smile! 

You are the best! Why? The Prophet pbuh said so! 

You learn best and remember more when you feel good!
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Take a deep 
breath



Revision… 
The Letter Poem 

are from the lips! م 
  
  
  

ف وب  
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Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip
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With action 
please!  

(to remember attributes)



First Letter
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Clue!: Two Tomatoes 
(How will an Arab brother say it!)
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Clue!: Two Tomatoes 
(How will an Arab brother say it!)
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Clue!: Two Tomatoes 
(How will an Arab brother say it!)
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Touch the tip of the tongue to 
the roots of the upper teeth. 

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid
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“The one who taught by the pen”

Strokes for Arabic Letters
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Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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تـ ت
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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تـ ت
ـتـ ـت

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters

Little change 
(smaller tooth)

Little change in 
(smaller tooth)



خـتـم قلـت
تـر مات

4th

Examples
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تـ ت
ـتـ ـت



With Fathah

تَـ تَ 
ـتَـ ـتَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



and تَـ
by Allah تَاهللِ 
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Second Letter
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Shape of Letter د
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Shape of Letter د

A damaged (eaten) deformed (not a circle) donut! 
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Shape of Letter د
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Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Touch the tip of the tongue to 
the roots of the upper teeth. 
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1

2
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د is too thin and small. (just like و and ذ). 
It has no wide face! 

Therefore, it has no short form. It has full form only. 
Thin letter  No connector after it.
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د د
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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د د
ـد ـد

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters

Little change in 
cursive writing

Little change in 
cursive writing



هـدى حـمـد
دخل نادوا

4th

Examples
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د د
ـد ـد
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With Fathah

دَ  دَ 
ـدَ  ـدَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Third Letter
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Third Letter
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Third Letter

35

It has a big fat tummy and it is indeed thick!

Very thick & High Sounding



Thicken the tongue and 
touch it to the upper gum

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Shape of the tongue!
Very thick & High Sounding
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If you start from the top to catch the face,
you get only a stick!

You have to take it full to get its face. 
Its not thin! It has a connector.
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Short Form



Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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طـ ط
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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طـ ط
ـطـ ـط

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



اصـطـفى محيـط
طـعام احاط

4th

Examples
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طـ ط
ـطـ ـط



With Fathah

َطـ طَ 
ـَطـ ـطَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Lets practice reading the new letters…



ط َ
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ـدَ ط َ
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ـتَ ـدَ ط َ
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ـطـ ـتَ ـدَ ط َ
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ةَ ـطـ ـتَ ـدَ ط َ
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ت   ة
ـت  ـة



ـةَ 
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 طـ ـةَ 
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ـتَـ طـ ـةَ 
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ـدَ ـتَـ طـ ـةَ 
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تَــدَ ـتَـ طـ ـةَ 
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Don’t Mix the letters!
Each one has a unique sound or appearance

Sound Appearance



Notice the difference!

ثَ  تَ  بَ 
ثَـ تَـ بَـ
ـثَـ ـتَـ ـبَـ
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Notice the difference!

ذَ  دَ 
ـذَ  ـدَ 

A dot above
means

Stronger air 
flow
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Notice the difference!

ظَ  طَ 
ـظَ  ـطَ 

A dot above
means

Stronger air 
flow
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Different MAKHRAJ!

طَ  ة تَ 
ـطَ  ـة ـتَ 
ـَطـ - ـتَـ
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Lets revise what we learnt in previous lessons



ـمَـ
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 ـثَــمَـ
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ـبَـ ـثَــمَـ
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ـفَــبَـ ـثَــمَـ
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مَــفَــبَـ ـثَــمَـ
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ذَ 

66



ظ َذَ 
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بَ ظ َذَ 

68



ـبَ بَ ظ َذَ 

69



ـمَ ـبَ بَ ظ َذَ 

70



ـوَ 

71



ـبَــوَ 
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ـظـ ـبَــوَ 
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ـذَ ـظـ ـبَــوَ 
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ظ َـذَ ـظـ ـبَــوَ 
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فَـ
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ثَـفَـ

77



بَـثَـفَـ
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مَـبَـثَـفَـ
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ـع َمَـبَـثَـفَـ
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Let’s Play a Game!

I will show you different words.  

You will identify the letter that I want. 
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Where is taa?
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Where is taa?
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Where is taa?
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Where is taa?
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Where is daa?
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Where is daa?

87



Where is daa?

88



Where is daa?

89



Where is Taa?
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Where is Taa?
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Where is Taa?

92



Where is Taa?
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Where is Taa?
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Where is Taa?
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Revision… 
The Letter Poem 

are from the lips! م 
  
  
  

ف وب  
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Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

97

With action 
please!  

(to remember attributes)



Spoken Arabic
Selections are such that they occur most in the Qur’an!
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and وَ 
so فَـ



هُوَ وَ 
هُمْ وَ 

And He

And They

أَنْتَ وَ 
أَنْتُمْ وَ 

And you

And You all

أَنَاوَ 
نَْحنُ وَ 

And I

And WeRead it, repeat it, practice it, 
and use it wherever possible!



 َ هُوَ ف
 َ هُمْ ف

Thus He

Thus They

 َ أَنْتَ ف
 َ أَنْتُمْ ف

Thus you

Thus You all

 َ أَنَاف
 َ نَْحنُ ف

Thus I

Thus WeRead it, repeat it, practice it, 
and use it wherever possible!



ََلمُ عَلَيُْكمْ  وَالسَّ
َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   

That’s it for now.
See you in the next lesson.

Keep praying: رَّبِ زِْدنِْي ِعلْمًا 
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